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Science is serious play.

Leon Perkins, seventh-grade science teacher 

Ardmore Junior High School, Ardmore, 

Pennsylvania, 1956–1957
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Preface

7 is book is based on the premise that the underlying nature of 

everyday practice of science should be understandable to anyone 

interested in science. Modern science education tends to ignore 

everyday practice and focuses instead on the linear model of scien-

tifi c discovery—the scientifi c method. Rather than linear, the path 

to discovery in everyday practice tends to be highly ambiguous and 

convoluted. Real-life scientists begin their work situated within par-

ticular interests and commitments. Success requires intuition and 

passion as much as objectivity and logic. Scratch the surface of the 

anonymous and somewhat boring linear model and one fi nds excite-

ment, risk, and adventure. In this book I describe everyday practice 

of science in a fashion that embraces intuition and passion without 

abandoning logic and objectivity.

What is the importance of understanding everyday practice of 

science? Popular magazines often have provocative front covers with 

headlines such as “How Medical Testing Has Turned Millions of Us 

into Human Guinea Pigs” (Time, April 22, 2002) or “Should a Fetus 

Have Rights? How Science Is Changing the Debate” (Newsweek, 

June 9, 2003). Advances in science and technology have turned ques-

tions previously part of religious and philosophical speculation into 

practical concerns of everyday life. As a result, one now fi nds contem-

porary science at the center of social and legal debates about diverse 

issues ranging from when life begins to when life ends. At the same 

time, incidents involving scientifi c misconduct and confl icts of inter-

est have raised concerns about the integrity of scientists. In response 
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to these developments, ordinary citizens, the mass media, and politi-

cians want to know, “Are scientists doing research ethically?”

Many people accept the notion that the health, prosperity, and 

security of humankind depend on advances made possible by scien-

tifi c research. Others are far less optimistic. 7 ey would argue that 

instead of further advances in science, changes in social and pub-

lic policy will be necessary to have a positive impact on our com-

mon well-being. Moreover, the negative unanticipated consequences 

that sometimes accompany new scientifi c discoveries concern us 

all. Science brings about great benefi ts for humankind but also can 

lead to tragedy, such as the damage that technology has caused to 

our environment. Notwithstanding the potential for negative out-

comes, an eff ective and innovative science and technology enterprise 

increasingly is viewed as prerequisite for maintaining national secu-

rity, prosperity, and global competitiveness.

Two diff erent perspectives inform my writing. I have an insider’s 

knowledge of biomedical research based on more than 35 years of 

experience. My studies have been with subjects ranging from mol-

ecules to people. Over much the same period, I also have been study-

ing philosophical issues at the interface of science, technology, and 

society, especially issues concerning biomedical ethics and research 

integrity. Combining these perspectives permits me to describe 

everyday practice of science and to integrate a philosophical and eth-

ical dimension into my description. I frequently lecture on these sub-

jects. My lectures form the basis for this book.

Science is not a monolithic activity, nor is there a single scien-

tifi c community. What gets called science and how science is prac-

ticed have changed throughout history. In current issues of Science or 

Nature, articles can be found ranging from cosmology to economics. 

Biology research programs vary from highly descriptive to mathe-

matical and theoretical. Despite the diff erences, practicing any kind 

of science requires value judgments: what to do, when to do it, how to 
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do it, who should pay for it, and—after the work is completed—what 

the fi ndings mean. I hope to provide insight into just these sorts of 

issues, even though most of the examples I discuss come from the 

biomedical sciences and the biomedical research community.

I organized Everyday Practice of Science into two parts: “Science” 

and “Science and Society.” Each part has three chapters. Part I pro-

vides a description of practice: fi rst an overview in chapter 1, and 

then a detailed account of the central activities of practice—discovery 

and credibility—in chapters 2 and 3. Discovery means learning new 

things about the world. Credibility means trying to convince others 

that the new fi ndings are correct. Discovery and credibility circle 

around the researcher, whose biography and personality infl uence 

every step of these processes. Part II then turns to an analysis of sev-

eral issues concerning science and society that in recent years have 

received signifi cant national attention. Chapter 4 discusses integrity 

in science, from the societal level of science policy to the individ-

ual level of responsible conduct and confl ict of interest. Chapter 5 

focuses on informed consent and risk at the interface between human 

research and genetics. Finally, chapter 6 analyzes the relationship 

between science and religion. I suggest that science and religion 

represent distinct human attitudes toward experience based on dif-

ferent types of faith.

I wrote this book for a broad audience, including students, schol-

ars, and the public interested in science. Individuals concerned about 

science education and science policy should fi nd the work especially 

useful. 7 roughout the text, I avoid the use of jargon as much as pos-

sible. I include numerous citations to previously published material, 

more so than might be expected in a book written for a diverse audi-

ence. Rather than aiming for a detailed scholarly review of the recent 

literature in science studies, many of these references serve a more 

personal function. Most scientists I know complain about not hav-

ing their discoveries appropriately cited by others. I often feel that 
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way myself. 7 erefore, when I use ideas that I learned from others, I 

feel obliged to cite the relevant work if I still remember the original 

source. However, so as not to disrupt the fl ow of the chapters, these 

references are collected together at the end of the book.

I also include more quotations in the text than is common 

in a book about science. Many of the quotations that I use either 

come from the writings of Nobel laureates or concern Nobel Prize–

winning research. I do not mean to imply that Nobel laureates are 

more knowledgeable about science than the overwhelming majority 

of researchers who have not achieved such recognition. I do not mean 

to imply that the Nobel Committee always is correct in its judgments 

about what scientists or scientifi c discoveries are most deserving of 

the Nobel Prize. Nevertheless, precisely because of their recogni-

tion, the Nobel laureates often have an opportunity to write memoirs 

about their lives in science. Nobel Prize–winning research often is 

the subject of analysis. I use these memoirs and analyses to illustrate 

key features of everyday practice of science. 7 eir descriptions usu-

ally confi rm my own experiences.
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